RSA SERIES

DISPENSER SUMPS
PCI’s RSA dispenser sump is the most cost-effective fiberglass
alternative to polyethylene dispenser sumps. With all the
quality, features and benefits of the RSC Series, RSA fiberglass
dispenser sumps are engineered to provide long-term leak
protection at a competitive price.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Designed and engineered to allow
up to 6” of field adjustment helps
ensure proper slope once penetration
fittings have been installed off
location.

WIDE-BODY DESIGN

Allows ample space for up to 4 PassThru plumbing configurations in a
single sump while our tapered top fits
inside the most narrow island forms.

DUAL CONDUITLESS ENTRY

Conduit mounting channel is
engineered directly into both ends
of the steel frame to allow electrical
entry in the bottom of the dispenser
without penetrating the sump wall.

Powder Coated Shear Valve
Stabilizer Assembly Kit
(Sold Separately)

SINGLE PIECE
CONSTRUCTION

Eliminates any seams and provides
less places for water penetration.

1” COMPOSITE RAINLIP

Prevents surface water from entering
the sump and offers better protection
against rust and corrosion than
metallic rainlips.

Length

Width

1” Rainlip

UNIVERSAL STABILIZER BARS

6” (Adjustable)

Universal stabilizer bars with
3-axis adjustment accommodate
multi-product dispensers without
displacing product lines and ensure
proper load transfer in case of an
impact from any direction.

26”
32”
18”

100% FIBERGLASS

100% high quality, non-corrosive
fiberglass provides long-term reliable
containment from fuel exposure
without voiding warranty, warping,
cracking or becoming brittle.

37”

26.8”

‘BRITE-WHITE’ INTERIOR

Our signature ‘Brite-White’ interior
reflects light for better visibility and
makes identifying leak points easier.

Dispenser
Model

RSA Series

Width

Length

Stabilizer
Kit

Gilbarco Encore

RSA174360

17.5”

36”

SVU-L

Wayne Ovation
RSA146360 14.75” 36”
Note: Additional Models Available

SVU-L

PART NUMBER LEGEND
Series
RSA: RSA

Length
360: 36”

RSA 146 360
Width
146: 14.75”
174: 17.5”
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